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Zen Revolution
At Hyco we are dedicated to providing quality products, excellent customer service and comprehensive technical
support. The recently extended Zen 100°C Boiling and Chilled Tap range represents our commitment to continuous
innovation and UK based design and assembly. It offers a practical yet stylish solution whatever your water needs.

True Boiling 100°C
Energy Efficient
Time Saving
Space Saving

3 or 6L Capacity
Competitive Price

We believe elegant water solutions should be an energy
efficient, reliable, safe option and something you can
enjoy as an affordable luxury. The boiling and chilled tap
revolution reflects a fast paced, modern way of office life
and allows staff to enjoy the convenience of instant water
in a dynamic, productive working environment.
The Zen 100°C Boiling and Chilled Tap range is one of only
a few true boiling 100°C taps on the market. Advanced
technology ensures water can be enjoyed at an optimum
temperature whilst increasing energy efficiency and saving

you money.
The modular approach of the Zen range allows individual
requirements to be met with tailor made water configurations.
This concept makes a Zen the ideal solution for commercial
specification projects. With 3 and 6L boiling tank capacities
available and the option to reduce boiling temperature down
to 98°C the perfect solution for your office can be found,
whatever the size.
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Zen 100°C Boiling and Chilled Tap Range

Zen Solo

Zen Spa

Zen Life

100°C Boiling

2 in 1
100°C Boiling and Chilled

100°C Boiling with
Hot and Cold Mixer

Zen Ice
Cold Drinking Water Taps
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Zen... the refreshing choice
With many distinctive features a Zen tap is the perfect option for any office environment. It will provide an
elegant practical solution which can be tailored to meet the needs of your commercial kitchen. Taps come in
a polished chrome finish, with other finishes available upon request, offering style to suit every application.

100°C Boiling Water

Cool Touch Insulated Tap

Safety Lock

360° Swivel Tap

LED Status Ring
Green- ready/ Red- heating

Designed and Assembled in UK

A modular approach means your employees can enjoy combinations of 100°C boiling water for tea and coffee
making, high quality filtered cold drinking water and kitchen hot and cold mixer capabilities. Everything required
for a Zen tap installation has been designed to fit efficiently within a standard size kitchen undersink cupboard.
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The smart option... with smart technology
One of the most energy efficient taps available
Innovative aerogel insulation around the boiling water tank
keeps energy losses to a minimum
The Zen 100°C tap range with 3 litre boiling water tank has
energy losses of just 17 W (0.41 kWh/ day)
Stainless steel boiling water tank
No need for a programmable timer as smart algorithms learn
and predict boiling water usage
The unit will be on when you need it, off when you don’t
No time is wasted reprogramming a timer as algorithms are
constantly updating if usage patterns change
Save time and resources whilst enjoying reduced costs for
your office environment

Join the revolution...
It will cost just 4p a day, 28p a week to provide the benefits of a Zen Solo in your office
Based on stand-by power consumption of 17W for 3L boiling tank. Electricity cost 10p/ kWh.
Standing loss figure and running costs for 6L boiling tank which comprises 2 x 3L tanks will be double the values above.
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Zen Solo 100°C
Boiling Water Tap
Dedicated 100°C instant boiling water tap saves time, space and energy in any office environment. The ideal solution for
tea and coffee making and preparing instant meals. This practical solution will revolutionise the hub of your work space. It
will create an elegant and modern kitchen whilst providing speed and efficiency for your staff.

Available in 3 or 6L boiling tank capacity
Replaces the need for a traditional kettle
The Zen Solo can be installed over a sink or with the stylish, tempered
glass design Zen Font

100°C

WRAS approved at 98°C
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Zen Spa 100°C
2 in 1 Boiling and Chilled Tap
The Zen Spa is a 2 in 1 hot and cold drinks station. A practical addition to any office, replacing the traditional need for a
wall mounted boiling water heater and a separate floor standing chiller. This modular solution allows you to tailor the
tap to your individual requirements.

Available in 3 or 6L boiling tank capacity
Cold (ambient) drinking water models connect directly to the incoming
water supply
Chilled drinking water models include a Sapphire undersink chiller

100°C

Supplied with high quality cold drinking water filter

Filtered Cold

Filtered Chilled
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Zen Life 100°C
Boiling Water Tap with Hot and Cold Mixer
A practical and space saving solution for any
office kitchen. The stylish 3 in 1 tap provides
instant 100°C boiling water alongside standard
hot and cold kitchen mixer tap capabilities.
Creates a clutter free and simplified design to
optimise your environment
Available in 3 or 6L boiling tank capacity
Ideal for retro-fit applications as well as new
specification projects. All of our Zen taps fit in
a standard 32 mm tap hole.
Throw away your existing mixer tap and simply
replace with a Zen Life

100°C

Hot & Cold Mixer
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Zen Ice
Cold Drinking Water Taps

Filtered Cold

Filtered Chilled

Sparkling

Solo, Spa or Life
This elegant tap range offers a practical yet stylish cold drinking water solution for your office environment. The Zen Ice
tap range can be used to supply varying combinations of cold (ambient), chilled and sparkling water ensuring staff can
enjoy fresh, filtered drinking water with style and ease.
Ideal for use with the Zen Font to create a separate stunning cold drinking water station in your office.

360° swivel taps
Choose from cold (ambient), chilled and sparkling water options
Instant high quality filtered drinking water
Team your chosen tap with one of our Sapphire undersink chillers for chilled
and/ or sparkling water
Filter and installation kit supplied with all models
Suitable for filling sports bottles and carafes

Options you can enjoy...
Zen Ice Solo
Single outlet - any one cold drinking water option
Zen Ice Spa
Double outlet - any two cold drinking water options
Zen Ice Life
Hot and cold kitchen mixer with any one cold drinking water option
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Zen Font with Drain
The Zen Font provides a stylish, sleek solution for installing a Zen tap where access to a sink is unavailable or not desired.
This allows you to create a separate functional drinks station, providing a practical and versatile option for your office.

Stunning tempered glass design
High quality chrome grille
Stainless steel font bowl
Contemporary glass finish
- available in black or white
Special order colours available
on request at additional cost

Perfect with...
Zen Solo - for dedicated boiling water
Zen Spa - for 2 in 1 boiling and chilled solutions
Zen Ice Tap Range or Crystal Pure - for filtered, chilled and/ or sparkling water options
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Aria
Kitchen Mixer Tap
A tall, elegant hot and cold kitchen mixer tap with a sleek, curved design.
The Aria has been designed to compliment your chosen tap, either the Zen Solo or Zen Spa. This provides a stylish
and co-ordinated solution for your office kitchen, where separate taps for boiling/ chilled water and general kitchen
use are desired.

Polished chrome finish
360° swivel tap
Single lever operation
Integrated aerator helps manage and reduce water usage
Perfect to accompany the Zen Solo or Zen Spa

Pictured with the Zen Solo
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Drinking Water Filters
Taste and Odour, Scale
Pure filtered water forms the perfect foundation of a healthy lifestyle. Give your mind and body the kick start it
needs by indulging in the benefits pure water has to offer.
By ensuring you hit the recommended daily consumption of water you can feel healthier, perform better and help
protect your immune system, all whilst enjoying water that tastes and smells great!

Quick and easy to change
Improve the taste and odour of water
Retains important minerals in water
High capacity filters available for heavy commercial use
Automatic water shut off head and integral mounting bracket

The 2 main types of filter are;
Taste and Odour Carbon Block
Improves the taste and smell of
drinking water
Supplied with all cold drinking water taps and floor standing chillers

Scale Inhibiting
Strongly recommended for use
with boiling water products
Required when installed in areas where scales is a known issue

Ask our specification or sales team for advice on your individual requirements
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Support the health and wellbeing of your work force by giving them easily accessible, pure filtered and healthy
water. Not only can this help boost the immune systems of your staff, reducing sickness but can help enhance
productivity and alertness.
Your office can become a hive of productivity, with alert and stimulated staff; all being fuelled by great tasting,
fresh filtered water.
Create your perfect filtered drinking water solution with ease and style.
Enjoy the refreshing convenience of pure filtered drinking water...instantly.
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Crystal Pure
Cold Drinking Water Tap
Single Outlet
An ideal solution for cold drinking water provision. The Crystal Pure can supply filtered cold (ambient), chilled or sparkling
water from a single outlet tap dependent on individual preference.
The Crystal Pure can be installed with the stylish Zen Font to create a separate, convenient drinks station where access to
a sink is unavailable or not desired.

360° swivel tap
Stylish brushed stainless steel finish
Team with one of our Sapphire undersink
chillers for chilled or sparkling water
Instant high quality filtered drinking water
Drinking water filter and installation kit
supplied
Suitable for filling sports bottles and
carafes

Pictured with the stylish Zen Font
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Sapphire
Undersink Water Chiller
Aluminium Heat Exchange
Discrete undersink water chiller to be used with a counter mounted tap and filter to provide instant, high quality
chilled drinking water. The perfect low cost, low maintenance solution for your office, where demand is for small
frequent draw-offs.

Most suitable for smaller frequent draw-offs
Aluminium heat exchange technology chills water as it
passes through
Chill capacity 25 litres or 150 glasses per hour
(based on 167ml glass)

Saves space in your office as you no longer need a floor
standing chiller
Chilled water temperature adjustable from 6°C to 14°C
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Sapphire
Undersink Water Chiller
Ice Bank
An ideal solution for instant, high quality chilled drinking water in your office, where demand
is for high usage.

Most suitable for larger infrequent draw-offs
Ice bank technology chills water as it flows through a
stainless steel coil in a reservoir of ice
Chill capacity 30 litres or 180 glasses per hour
(based on 167ml glass)

Ice bank technology requires regular maintenance

Saves space in your office as you no longer need a floor
standing chiller
Chilled water temperature adjustable from 5°C to 12°C

Sapphire Undersink Chillers are perfect with...
Zen Spa - for 2 in 1 boiling and chilled solutions
Zen Ice Tap Range or Crystal Pure - for chilled and or sparkling drinking water options
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Sapphire
Stainless Steel Water Chiller
Floor Standing
A traditional and practical solution for providing instant high quality chilled drinking water in high usage public areas.

Plumbed in system gives reduced costs over bottle fed
water coolers
Stainless steel sink top and cabinet
Direct chill technology
Drinking water filter and installation kit supplied
Adjustable chilled water temperature
BREEAM compliance kit available
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Sapphire
Water Dispenser, Hot and Cold
Floor Standing
An ideal solution where hot and cold water is required in an area of low usage. A stylish floor standing unit that
is suitable for offices and waiting areas.

Plumbed in system gives reduced costs over bottle fed
water coolers
Low noise design
Compressor cooling
Drinking water filter and installation kit supplied
Unique child-lock feature for hot water
Separate on/ off switch for heating and cooling functions
Power on indicator light
Removable drip tray
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Omega
Wall Mounted Boiling Water Heater

A practical, stylish wall mounted boiling water heater that provides instant boiling water for preparing hot drinks in
the workplace. The Omega is the perfect contemporary solution for tea and coffee making in your office and will save
time, space and energy.
Available in 3 or 5L capacity
Robust and durable design specification
Cool touch control valve and water outlet reduce heat losses
LED status ring on the base of the control valve to indicate ready/ heating
Autocalibration for optimal temperature
Energy losses of just 23 W (0.55 kWh/ day)

Time Saving

Space Saving

Energy Saving

Designed and Assembled in UK

It will cost just 5p a day, 35p a week to provide the benefits of an Omega in your office
Based on stand-by power consumption of 23W. Electricity cost 10p/ kWh.
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Microboil
Wall Mounted Boiling Water Heater
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A traditional wall mounted boiling water heater that provides instant boiling water, ideal for making tea and coffee in
the workplace. With a traditional robust design the Microboil offers a convenient and practical solution for many office
applications.

Available in 3, 6, 8, 16 and 25L capacity
An ideal solution when a larger capacity wall mounted boiling
water solution is required
Available in white or stainless steel finish
Heavy duty catering style chrome tap with lock-on option
Stylish and compact design
Sophisticated electronics maintain a constant supply of hot water
- even when the unit is automatically re-filling after heavy usage
Simple to use and easy to install
Initial draw-off capability of up to 156 cups/ 103 mugs
(based on 167ml cup/ 250ml mug)

Time Saving

Space Saving
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Specification
We have a specification team working nationally with architects, mechanical and electrical consulting engineers and
contractors to ensure the correct product is selected right from the project design stage.

Technical Support
We provide comprehensive pre and post sales technical support to distributors, architects, consultatnts, installers and
end users. Our technical sales team will help ensure that customers get the right product every time.

Stockists
Hyco products are available nationally through most electrical wholesalers and plumbers merchants.

Warranty
The Zen boiling and chilled tap range benefits from a 2 year parts or replacement warranty.
If there is a manufacturing defect we will send spare parts or collect, repair and return the unit or, at our discretion, we
may supply a replacement product.
The Omega and Microboil wall mounted boiling water heaters come with a 1 year on-site warranty as standard.
A 3 year on-site warranty is available upon request at an additional cost.
We will arrange for a service engineer to rectify any manufacturing defect.
Most Hyco products are covered by a standard 1 year parts or replacement warranty.
For all water heating products scale and frost damage are not covered by warranty.
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Product Specification
We aim to ensure that all the information in this brochure is accurate at the date of publication.
However, we reserve the right to change specifications at any time without notice.
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